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By ST AFF REPORT S

Real estate brokerage Douglas Elliman is making it easier for its agents to list properties through a partnership with
Zillow Group's StreetEasy and Bridge Interactive brands.

Leveraging the existing StreetEasy interfaces for desktop and mobile, StreetEasy will create a Douglas Elliman
branded platform for the brokerage's agents to share and update listings. As more of the real estate process
becomes computerized, a goal of this development is to free up agents' time for tasks that cannot be automated.

"This is a whole new way of doing business," said Jeffrey Hummel, chief technology officer at Douglas Elliman, in
a statement. "We are not just producing a new listing system, we are creating a way for agents to streamline their
work and ensure the listing is in perfect order before it hits any digital media.

"We are automating the agent's work, not the agent, freeing them to do what they do best, which is advising clients
around the world on their real estate investments," he said.

Tech meets touch
Douglas Elliman's new interface will publish listings to both the branded site and StreetEasy at the same time. This
partnership will launch in early 2018 in the New York metro market, where Douglas Elliman is the largest broker.
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In addition to StreetEasy, Douglas Elliman will work with Bridge Interactive to send listings to multiple listing
services, allowing this concept to expand to other regions. Currently Douglas Elliman operates in Long Island,
Westchester, Connecticut, Florida, Colorado and California, and it will add Massachusetts later this year (see story).

"As the leading New York City real estate brokerage, we wanted to partner with the leading names in real estate
technology to deliver the utmost in high-touch, convenient and smart customer service by means of enhanced data
integrity," said Scott Durkin, COO of Douglas Elliman. "This new system will streamline our agents' ability to
accurately input listings directly to StreetEasy or regional MLSs, effortlessly share their new exclusives with the rest
of the brokerage community, and arm buyers and sellers throughout the market with better, more accurate data."

Douglas Elliman is investing further in establishing itself as a content creator with a new blog to add to its repertoire.

The real estate firm is hoping to arm consumers with a wide range of information from experts to make informed
decisions. Elliman Insider will be a digital complement to its printed magazine, which was recently revamped (see
story).
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